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　Part 1 
　 An Additional Consideration in Octavio Paz’s 
“The Other Voice”
In Octavio Paz’s essay “The Other Voice”, a 
consciousness of politics is expressed in the context 
of theoretically framed non-fiction. The examination 
of this approach will begin with a quotation from 
the essay and the exploration of some techniques of 
language Paz employs. Further, this quotation will 
be used to explore the main theme of Paz’s essay. 
The specific quotation is: 
My liberty comes face-to-face with the liberty of the 
other and seeks to destroy it. The one and only bridge 
that can reconcile these two brothers continually at 
sword’s point with each other—a bridge made of 
interlinked arms—is fraternity (pp. 148-9).
This quotation sets up an opposition/ a series 
of contrasts and juxtapositions that Paz uses in 
establishing the position of poetr y in relation 
to political force and violence. In this quote and 
throughout his essay Paz expands on the simple 
yet elegant device of comparison and contrast. “My 
liberty” is presented in opposition to “the liberty of 
the other” and the annihilating consequence of this 
situation, that it “seeks to destroy it”, is presented 
as a matter of fact. The physical position of being 
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“face-to-face” is a clear case in which one is forced 
to regard the other. 
The vital core of Paz’s message is that we 
naturally yearn for a brotherly limitation of the 
extent to which political violence may be exercised. 
The phrase “my liberty” begins the quotation from 
the text and “[our] fraternity” is at the end. The 
poetic sensibility Paz expresses between those two 
points is the essence of the fraternity that bridges 
cultures. By examining the second sentence in 
the quotation, we see where the dynamic force of 
fraternity at odds with itself is introduced and how 
the solution to the puzzle of warring liberties is 
arrived at. 
Having created a gulf between one individual’s 
liberty and another’s, Paz uses the metaphor of the 
bridge to span that gap. It must also be noted that 
the grand concept of one liberty seeking to destroy 
another—of warring liberties and the extensions, 
incursions, limitations and other restrictions 
different concepts of freedoms and liberties impose 
on each other—has been personified and tightly 
[I resist using the word sharply] focused in the 
metaphor of “two brothers continually at sword’s 
point with each other”. 
In journalistic parlance one might say using 
brothers and swords was localizing the story to 
present it in a personal and intimate manner. 
Suddenly all of the complexities of international 
conflict can be imagined as brothers who hold 
swords against  each other.  This  metaphor 
is  as  s imple as i t  is  hear t  wrenching.  The 
consanguinity—they are brothers and are of one 
blood—of the actors has introduced the difference-
erasing potential of fraternity. The tragedy of 
brothers being continually at sword’s point presents 
a compelling reason for reconciliation. While Paz 
had initially presented a commonplace reality, 
that concepts of liberty are usually at violent odds 
with each other, the image of interlinked arms is 
presented as a more natural way for brothers to 
hold each other. Certainly, it is a more pleasing 
metaphor than one of holding each other at sword’s 
point. This shift in the consideration of what seems 
more natural, contrasting brotherly conflict with 
brotherly reconciliation is a persuasive technique. 
Both the power of the metaphors and their 
transformation demonstrate Paz’s use of pacing; 
the image changes to support his point that amity 
and fraternity is more natural than animosity and 
isolation. 
In terms of the use of punctuation as a stylistic 
technique, Paz renders his metaphor of fraternity, a 
bridge made of interlinked arms, friendly and more 
informal by the use of the em-dash so the reader 
has a manageable chunk of thought—what may 
be termed an ‘idea bite’—to munch on and more 
easily digest. In terms of word choice, the metaphor 
of “a bridge made of interlinked arms” presents 
an organic image; it is flesh, wood or stone or iron 
are the usual bridge-building materials. The image 
suggests living humans are attached to these arms; 
the formerly hostile brothers who were “continually 
at sword’s point” have found a way to beneficially 
connect with each other. This metaphor also 
presents an expansive image that suggests other 
humans are also linking their arms and invites the 
reader to agree with this more positive rendering of 
human nature. 
Expanding from the textual analysis of the 
quotation, a brief contextualizing will explore the 
following question. Why is this quote representative 
of the gist of Paz’s message in “The Other Voice” 
and what does it expand to?
Paz mentions “the other” in the first sentence of 
the above quote. The personification of conflicting 
notions of liberty, that they come face-to-face, is 
evocative of another face-to-face act. This is the 
act of looking in a mirror. Paz presents this theme 
in speaking of poetry as the other voice of how 
humans connect with each other—the idea of 
the psychological or psychic mirror [that may be 
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imagined from Jung’s suggestion that one cannot 
know oneself by oneself]—as a metaphorical device 
Paz uses to explore how poetry is the other voice of 
humanity. Paz explains that after seeing themselves 
“in the still waters of a poem … people have not 
stopped looking at themselves in this mirror. And 
they have seen themselves, at one and the same 
time, as creators of images and as images of their 
creations” (p. 159).
In this explanation Paz seems to be amplifying the 
sense of how attempts to describe are acts of both 
communication and revelation. In my describing, for 
example, sunset in the Caribbean—the sky slowly 
turning orange over the ocean, leaving yellow 
halos around clouds that seem to touch the sea and 
the sun finally suddenly winking goodbye with a 
green* orb that sinks into the water—feelings fuel 
imagination.
If I can describe you well enough I may assert 
to have some claim on you. I may contend that I 
know you. In attempting to press this claim it may 
be obvious my description is of a quality that I 
invest you with. Feeling, rather than alleging to be 
objectively observing, draws from the observer and 
cannot help but describe the observer’s feelings. 
On this point, Paz might opine, “The singularity of 
modern poetry does not come from the ideas or 
attitudes of the poet: it comes from his voice. That 
is, from the accent of his voice. It is an indefinable 
but unmistakable modulation that makes it ‘other’” 
(p. 153).
Returning to the specific quotation that invokes 
fraternity by its use of language designed to evoke 
visceral emotions, Paz is demonstrating one of 
his definitions of the role of poetry. “The poetic 
process conceives of language as an animated 
universe traversed by a dual current of attraction 
and repulsion” (p. 158). Words and phrases—
liberty, destroy, one and only, reconcile, at sword’s 
point, bridge, fraternity—ser ve in creating the 
repulsive image of liberty destroyed and brothers 
incessantly at sword’s point with each other and 
the attractive image of compassion, fraternity and 
bridging our differences through linking arms in 
our common humanity. Paz, in his voice and with 
his accent, has modulated this vocabulary to create 
the image of fraternity; and fraternity is the process 
of recognizing the other in oneself and oneself in 
the other.
This procession—a ceremonial act of moving 
forward in a thoughtful and mindful way—informs 
us about poetry in relation to power and politics 
and its other/opposite in the form of vulnerability 
and the private/individual space. This last theme, 
vulnerability, will serve as a coda to the exploration 
of the use of language in the specific quotation 
and as a suggestion for a defining element of the 
“Other Voice.” In creating the metaphors of the 
brothers at sword’s point and with arms interlinked 
Paz has also created a condition under which both 
of these situations exist. That is the condition of 
vulnerability. If I fear you I may be vulnerable to 
you; if I love you I am absolutely vulnerable to you. 
The otherness that gives poetry its other voice is 
the embrace of that vulnerability. 
The central focus/ resonating theme/ residual 
image that stays with me from the specific quotation 
and its context in Paz’s “Other Voice” is that poetry 
brings us to a place of vulnerability where we can 
hear the other voice. Paz advises, “Poetry is heard 
with the ears but seen only with the mind” (p. 155). 
An additional consideration may be added; that 
poetry is felt more deeply when it is heard and seen 
from a position of vulnerability.
　Part 2 
　 The Centrality of Superficiality in Erich 
Mar ia Remarque’s Al l  Quiet  on the 
Western Front  
Erich Maria Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western 
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Front expresses a consciousness of politics in the 
context of a work of fiction from the viewpoint of a 
young German soldier serving during World War I. 
Through concentration, close description, rhythm, 
metaphor, and a variety of “ways with language”—of 
both poetic sensibility and compelling narrative—
Remarque has surveyed broad terrain that bears on 
our understanding of the poetics of war and politics.
The examination of this approach will begin 
with a quotation from one of the politically defining 
moments in the book. This quotation will be used to 
explore the main themes of All Quiet on the Western 
Front and, in so doing, to consider some of the 
expert uses of language that Remarque calls into 
service. 
The specific quotation and a central moment in 
the story takes place when all the men are issued 
new uniforms, better food is provided and the 
commanders busy themselves with seeing that 
everything is refurbished at the position where the 
protagonist is posted. At first the men imagine the 
war might be over and this has resulted in such 
sudden abundance. To their vexation, they quickly 
learn the real reason for this transient plenty is that 
the Kaiser will be inspecting the front lines.
“At last the moment arrives. We stand to attention 
and the Kaiser appears. We are curious to see what 
he looks like. He stalks along the line, and I am 
really rather disappointed; judging from his pictures 
I imagined him to be bigger and more power fully 
built, and above all to have a thundering voice. He 
distributes Iron Crosses, speaks to this man and that. 
Then we march off. Afterwards we discuss it. Tjaden 
says with astonishment: ‘So that is the All-Highest! 
And everyone, bar nobody, has to stand up stif f in 
front of him!’” (Page 202 | Location 1925-29).
Mixed with anticlimax on the part of the rank-
and-file soldiers is the sheer banality of political 
power. The rhythm of this paragraph telegraphs 
the mechanical nature of the experience. The 
first three sentences are as unremarkable as the 
Kaiser turns out to be. A robotic going-through-
the-motions impression is conveyed in the short 
abrupt sentences—both their diction and syntax—
used to report the event. The visit is chronicled 
using subject-verb phrases that communicate only 
the regimented artificiality of the experience—“the 
moment arrives … we stand … we are curious … 
he stalks … he distributes … we march off”—with 
virtually no description. 
The only elements of authenticity and vitality are 
in Remarque’s character’s mind—“I imagined him 
to be bigger and more powerfully built, and above 
all to have a thundering voice”—and in the lively 
conversation of all the other soldiers, who share the 
central character’s sentiments, after the event.
Young soldiers may have, in their pre-battle 
reveries, yearned to imagine facing death in the 
service of a larger and more formidable truth—
something “bigger and more powerfully built”; 
that is supremely authoritative [“above all to have 
a thundering voice”]—only to be astonished at 
their naivety. Word choice and juxtaposition of the 
elements operating in the paragraph quoted above 
contribute to the sense of the soldiers’ helplessness 
and humanity. They do not reach the moment; the 
moment “arrives”. It controls their lives. They must 
“stand to attention”, contrite and regimented while 
also grounded to the earth. The Kaiser “appears” 
the way an apparition might materialize. The 
soldiers express human curiosity; the Kaiser “stalks” 
like a predator. 
While there might be a literary term for “damning 
with faint praise or unfulfilled expectation” that is 
richer than simply saying “understatement”, the 
rhetorical device akin to irony used in describing 
the Kaiser accomplishes the same end. We learn 
he does not meet the expectation of being “bigger 
and more powerfully built” nor does he “have a 
thundering voice.” We are left with the impression 
of the Kaiser as small, weak, timid voiced and 
generally disappointing because he does not 
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match the pictures that inspire the protagonist’s 
imaginings of the Kaiser. 
Paradoxically, this mundane and almost frail-
sounding impression of the Kaiser is modified by 
the statement “He distributes Iron Crosses, speaks 
to this man and that” to convey the truth that 
the Kaiser is also lethal. The Iron Crosses the 
Kaiser distributes, while speaking to this man and 
that, may be interpreted metaphorically as rigid, 
unyielding, inanimate, cold grave markers that 
will commemorate “this man and that” who will be 
killed in the war.  
Word choice, punctuation and direct quotation 
in the extract—“Afterwards we discuss it. Tjaden 
says with astonishment: ‘So that is the All-Highest! 
And everyone, bar nobody, has to stand up stif f 
in front of him!’”—ends this passage with political 
commentary that directly challenges the status 
quo. “After wards we discuss it”, in describing 
conversation among equals, evokes an ideal of 
equality. Colons precede proof or demonstration 
and, in this extract the syntactical-deductive colon 
introduces the logical consequence of an earlier 
condition [the challenge to the requirement “to 
stand up stiff in front of” the Kaiser] for discussion. 
The use of the stative adjective, “astonishment” in 
describing Tjaden’s condition [and exclamation 
marks in each of Tjaden’s statements] challenges 
obedience to political privilege and authority.
I was struck by the central superficiality of the 
moment. The Kaiser arrives and leaves and nothing 
has changed. It’s dif ficult not to skim over the 
paragraph and say, “So what?” Then, on reflection, 
the negative capability of this scene is revealed. 
Negative capability, as a presence of inability, 
evokes the realization that there’s not a hair’s width 
of difference between the humanity of the Kaiser 
and that of the soldiers; only protocol makes the 
distinction. The soldiers follow it and die for it. All 
Quiet on the Western Front imbues its readers with 
a sense of frustration and anger at the waste of war; 
this is the essence of a powerful anti-war novel and 
the positive result of the reader’s experience of this 
instance of negative capability. 
Remarque has created a scene where there is 
the possibility of confrontation between ordinary 
soldiers and the cause of their and Germany’s 
miser y. Yet, it’s clear this won’t happen. The 
brief, formal and hollow experience of standing 
at attention while the Kaiser stalks past creates a 
feeling of juxtaposition and of irony. The soldiers’ 
perfunctory presence contrasts with the Kaiser’s 
presence. He is the Emperor, symbolizing absolute 
authority and whose “open enjoyment of the title 
of Supreme War Lord” 1) was well known; they are 
symbols of powerlessness and hopelessness.
Circling outward from this quote, other examples 
will be presented more briefly to consider some of 
the uses of language Remarque calls into service 
to explore the main themes of  All Quiet on the 
Western Front. 
At this point it is relevant to comment on 
the distinction between poetic reflection and 
philosophical reflection in relation to the idea of 
proximity. Namely, that philosophical reflection 
is a process of stepping back and attempting to 
adopt an objective stance while poetic reflection 
is so subjectively proximate that it must admit the 
understanding that requires the reader to become 
open to increased possibilities and interpretations 
of the poet’s reflections.
In the case of All Quiet on the Western Front, 
the proximity of Remarque’s character to the 
experience of war creates a sustained tone of poetic 
reflection. Whether Remarque is presenting chilling 
metaphors in the midst of the experience—“deadly 
tension that scrapes along one’s spine like a gapped 
knife” (Page 111 | Loc. 1079-80)—or sharing ghastly 
details of the battlefield 2) (Page 134 | Loc. 1297-
1303), exquisitely beautiful descriptions of light 
through forest trees 3) (Page 188 | Loc. 1802-7), or 
contemplations on the fraternity of humanity that 
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even killing another human cannot extinguish 4) 
(Page 223 | Loc. 2135-39), the intimate tone that 
distinguishes poetic reflection from philosophical 
reflection is operative.
One of the devices All Quiet on the Western Front 
uses to sustain its tone, while setting a pace that 
will allow the reader to become immersed in the 
act of poetic reflection, is similar to the use of white 
space in lyrical poetry. This is the internal rhythm 
or pacing of the novel and, just as the character 
must takes breaks from the narrative action to 
reflect on the moment in minute detail and clarity, 
the reader also experiences the contrast and feels 
the sense of empathy (a use of pathos) needed to be 
drawn in, to be ‘with’ the character in his innermost 
thoughts. Poetic reflection is most obvious in close 
descriptions, but a novel composed entirely of close 
descriptions would overwhelm its reader and its 
message. Each litany of details competing back-
to-back with the next in an orgy of intensity would 
produce a tiring jumble.
Remarque’s genius in the balance, harmony and 
pacing of All Quiet on the Western Front, is in the 
arrangement of the elements as well as the skill 
with which each element is rendered so that we 
experience the futility of war and the fraternity of 
humanity as coexistent and codependent realities. 
A final textual reference 5) (Page 273 | Loc. 
2603-9) returns to an act of inspection, first with a 
metaphorical reference to a mirror as a way to see 
into the past and then in the act of introspection. 
This passage is reproduced below. Its denouement, 
on the next page, returns to the theme of the 
centrality of superficiality. 
“Thus we live a closed, hard existence of the utmost 
superficiality, and rarely does an incident strike out a 
spark. But then unexpectedly a flame of grievous and 
terrible yearning flares up” (Page 274 | Loc. 2609-11).
Super ficiality is a metaphor for the negative 
space; it’s a space that’s empty and only filled with 
air, but thanks to the nourishment of the air in that 
space, the “flame of grievous and terrible yearning 
flares up” and the status quo is challenged.
　Part 3 
　 Michael  Walzer  and The Just ice of 
Juxtaposition [(also known as) The Positive 
Energy of Negative Capability]
Michael Walzer’s main points in “Against Realism” 
and “Interventions” from Just and Unjust Wars and 
from an additional article entitled  “Political Action: 
The Problem of Dirty Hands” are communicated 
in moments of poetic reflection using a technique 
of juxtaposition. Walzer might wish to characterize 
his writing as philosophical reflection, in which he 
establishes an objective position. His level of detail, 
however, puts his writing into the realm of poetic 
reflection. While he may seem to be adducing 
objective evidence, Walzer continually makes his 
prose personal and intimate—close and subjective.
The passage that may serve as a starting point 
for examining these possibilities is from “Against 
Realism” and appears below.
“In moral life, ignorance isn’t all that common; 
dishonesty is far more so. Even those soldiers and 
statesmen who don’t feel the agony of a problematic 
decision generally know they should feel it. Harry 
Truman’s flat statement that he never lost a night’s 
sleep over his decision to drop the atomic bomb on 
Hiroshima is not the sort of thing political leaders 
often say. They usually find it preferable to stress 
the painfulness of decision-making; it is one of the 
burdens of office, and it is best if the burdens appear 
to be borne. I suspect that many of ficeholders even 
experience pain because they are expected to. If they 
don’t, they lie about it. The clearest evidence of the 
stability of our values over time is the unchanging 
character of the lies soldiers and statesmen tell. They 
lie in order to justify themselves, and so they describe 
for us the lineaments of justice. Wherever we find 
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hypocrisy we also find moral knowledge” (19).
Walzer begins with a three-part statement that 
locates the area for discussion. We learn where 
we are and what is and isn’t part of this location. 
“Moral” and “life” are collocated to create an image 
of our duty as humans—to live morally. Next, the 
infrequency of ignorance is set off, with the use 
of a semicolon, against the greater likelihood of 
dishonesty. The next juxtaposition is that of the 
military and political decision-makers and their 
consciences. Those who don’t agonize over difficult 
decisions are imbued with a sense that they 
properly should do so. The word choices “soldiers” 
and “statesmen” are used to personalize the military 
and government. Waltzer moves us further into 
intimate details by giving us a chilling example of 
Harry Truman’s remarkably insensitive statement 
that he didn’t lose a night’s sleep over “his decision 
to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima.” 
The possessive pronoun “his” and the shor t 
simple words of his act of dropping the bomb use 
language to serve two different purposes. Rather 
than saying ‘the use of thermonuclear weapons 
to end the war with Japan was approved and 
President Truman rested easily in his confidence 
that the correct decision had been taken’, Walzer’s 
description of Truman’s “flat statement” and the 
fact that he “never lost a night’s sleep” suggests 
Truman personally did something over which a 
normally compassionate person would, indeed, lose 
sleep. Adding that Truman’s assertion was “not the 
sort of thing political leaders usually say” confirms 
the abnormality of Truman’s statement. This is 
the second purpose for communicating the details 
of the unrepentant Truman. His unremorseful act 
can then be compared to what one ought to do, as 
suggested in the next series of propositions. The 
collective pronoun “they” sets Truman apart from 
conventional politicians for whom it is “preferable 
to stress the painfulness.” This phrase begins with 
the assonance in “pref”, “stress” and “ness” that 
introduces a softening tone and complements the 
message of the acceptance of the responsibility of 
politicians to agonize or pretend to agonize over the 
weight of decision-making. The use of alliteration 
and the plosive “b” sound of “burdens best burdens 
borne” reinforce the expectation of power ful 
deliberation. Walzer’s phrase, “I suspect … because 
they are expected to” has Walzer speaking from a 
subjective position at the start of the sentence and 
suggesting a guide of conduct at the end of the 
sentence. The imperative nature in the expectation 
is strengthened in rhythm and meaning in the 
sentence, “If they don’t, they lie about it.”
The last three sentences of this passage reveal 
the benefit of these lies: they stabilize our sense 
of justice, the soldiers’ and politicians’ lies reveal 
the kind of honor and duty to which they ought 
to aspire and the malfeasance of these entities—
that purport to act for and on our behalf—serves to 
educate us about the boundaries of moral behavior. 
Each of these three final sentences sets up a 
juxtaposition: stability of values contrasted with 
lies of soldiers and statesmen, lies attempting to 
exculpate contrasted with deeper understanding of 
the true features of justice, and the assurance that 
our efforts to uncover hypocrisy will be rewarded 
with moral knowledge.
Tracing this use of juxtaposition back to other 
points in Walzer’s writing in Just and Unjust Wars 
reveals additional dichotomies. “It is important 
to stress that the moral reality of war is not fixed 
by the actual activities of soldiers but by the 
opinions of mankind” (15), “language reflects the 
moral world and gives us access to it… [and] …
our understanding of the moral vocabular y is 
suf ficiently common and stable so that shared 
judgments are possible” (20).
These contrasts and gulfs to be bridged—not 
soldiers’ activities but mankind’s opinions, reflection 
and access, commonality of vocabulary and shared 
evaluation—present conditions of dif ference and 
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uncertainty. They also suggest a willingness and 
necessity to admit the uncertainty that can take into 
account the reality of lies, hypocrisy, dishonesty 
and deception. Walzer’s way with words is to try 
to present sharp contrasts and then invite us to 
explore the space between them. But we may say 
that Walzer is doing more than inviting; we may 
see that he is requiring us to move into the space 
between the terms and possibilities he has placed 
side by side. Juxtaposition is presented as both 
a structural element in Walzer’s writing and as a 
rhetorical device in his argumentation.
Walzer takes issue with Werner Jaeger’s claim (7) 
that ‘force forms its own law’ and, rather, states that, 
“moral anxiety and not political calculation leads 
them [the Athenians who opposed the massacre 
of the Melians] to worry about the effectiveness 
of their decree” (9). The central point is that it is 
the way words are used that requires more than 
simply repeating the incorrect proverb, “all’s fair in 
love and war”, the currently popular [and asinine] 
dismissive cop-out “it is what it is” or ‘that force 
forms its own law’, no matter how conveniently 
lazy they are on one hand or how intoxicatingly 
persuasive they may seem on the other. Why 
“intoxicatingly persuasive”? Because force does 
do what it wants and we imagine that that which 
does what it wants has created its own rules. Closer 
reflection brings us to recall that rules, like laws, 
establish limits. Force that claims to create its own 
limits has gone beyond the limits of legitimacy 
because a law, by definition, proscribes limits 
beyond which something may not go. Alternatively, 
law may prescribe limits within which something 
[conduct, in the case of the rules of war] must keep. 
The notion of law is that law limits force to the 
legitimate expressions codified for the use of force; 
force forming its own law attempts to reverse this 
role. When force makes this claim [or this claim is 
made about force] it is making a declaration that 
has chosen to ignore the law. It’s a lie. Invoking the 
word “law” demonstrates an unwitting use of irony 
by Jaeger and a clear sense of irony by Walzer.
In an earlier work, Walzer has spoke specifically 
about the ways force may be justified and hypocrisy 
may be accommodated in a political situation. The 
problem of acting effectively to bring about the best 
outcome as a political leader, but still wishing to 
act in a morally responsible manner, is addressed 
in Walzer’s “Political Action: The Problem of Dirty 
Hands.” The example Walzer presents concerns a 
politician who has been elected to office because 
of his humanitarian policies. This politician had 
campaigned vigorously against the repressive 
militar y regime that kept order in the countr y 
through torture and violence. The situation that the 
politician is in, on taking office, is that the terrorist 
element has engaged in a campaign of violence 
in the capital. Terrorists have planted bombs in 
various heavily populated regions throughout the 
city and the bombs will go off in 24 hour unless 
they can be found and disposed of. 
The newly elected humanitarian leader is 
asked to authorize the tor ture of the captured 
terrorist leader to determine where the bombs 
are located. This action would save lives, but is 
morally objectionable. Walzer relates that the 
politician orders the terrorist leader tortured even 
though it is a decision the politician finds morally 
repugnant (166-7). Walzer declares, “Here is the 
moral politician: it is by his dirty hands that we 
know him. If he were a moral man and nothing else, 
his hands would not be dirty; if he were a politician 
and nothing else, he would pretend that they were 
clean” (168). Walzer continues, “When rules are 
overridden, we do not talk as if they had been set 
aside, cancelled, or annulled. They still stand and 
have this much ef fect at least: that we know we 
have done something wrong even if what we have 
done was also the best thing to do on the whole in 
the circumstances” (171).
The presence of lies and hypocrisy as an indicator 
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that one is aware of morality, because one is trying 
to fake its presence, may be seen as an instance of 
“negative capability” because we see what is needed 
by what is not there.
＊  This paper was written in the main by Lawrence 
Karn, with the very kind assistance and  
support of Takahiko Hattori.
Notes and References
Part 1 
An Additional Consideration in Octavio Paz’s 
“The Other Voice”
Notes: 
＊  “The green flash is the last bit of sun becoming 
a brilliant emerald flash as it disappears below 
the horizon. Surfers, sailors and others who 
spend a lot of time on the water see this often. 
It only happens in very clear air and when you 
have a sunset over a distant, sharp edge like the 
horizon.
　  This is caused by chromatic dispersion in the 
refraction of light as it passes through the air. 
Snell’s law predicts the red light gets bent the 
least, so the red image of the sun “sets” first.
　  Rayleigh scattering is what makes the sky look 
blue. Air scatters blue light much more than 
green or red. When the sun sets on the horizon 
the light passes through much more air than in 
the day, so more blue light is filtered out. This is 
why the sun looks yellow at sunset.
　 The atmosphere has an addit ional  s l ight 
molecular absorbance in yellow (distinct from 
Rayleigh scattering), which becomes more 
significant at these low angles.
　 At just the right moment, the red image has set, 
the yellow image is absorbed, and the blue and 
violet images are scattered. This leaves only the 
green image until it sets a moment later” (http://
kenrockwell.com/2005maui/maui-photo-tips.
htm).
References:
Octavio Paz, “The Other Voice.”  In  Octavio Paz, 
The Other Voice.  1990.  New York:  Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich.  
Part 2
The Centrality of Superficiality
in Erich Maria Remarque’s All Quiet on the 
Western Front
Notes:
1)  http://www.histor y.com/topics/world-war-i/
kaiser-wilhelm-ii
2)  “We see men living with their skulls blown open; 
we see soldiers run with their two feet cut off, 
they stagger on their splintered stumps into the 
next shell-hole; a lance-corporal crawls a mile and 
a half on his hands dragging his smashed knee 
after him; another goes to the dressing station 
and over his clasped hands bulge his intestines; 
we see men without mouths, without jaws, 
without faces; we find one man who has held the 
artery of his arm in his teeth for two hours in 
order not to bleed to death. The sun goes down, 
night comes, the shells whine, life is at an end. 
Still the little piece of convulsed earth in which 
we lie is held. We have yielded no more than a 
few hundred yards of it as a prize to the enemy. 
But on every yard there lies a dead man” (Page 
134 | Loc. 1297-1303).
3)  “But the most beautiful are the woods with their 
line of birch trees. Their colour changes with 
every minute. Now the stems gleam purest white, 
and between them airy and silken, hangs the 
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pastel-green of the leaves; the next moment all 
changes to an opalescent blue, as the shivering 
breezes pass down from the heights and touch 
the green lightly away; and again in one place it 
deepens almost to black as a cloud passes over 
the sun. And this shadow moves like a ghost 
through the dim trunks and rides far out over 
the moor to the sky—then the birches stand out 
again like gay banners on white poles, with their 
red and gold patches of autumn-tinted leaves” 
(Page 188 | Loc. 1802-7).
4)  “I speak to him and say to him: “Comrade, I 
did not want to kill you. If you jumped in here 
again, I would not do it, if you would be sensible 
too. But you were only an idea to me before, an 
abstraction that lived in my mind and called forth 
its appropriate response. It was that abstraction I 
stabbed. But now, for the first time, I see you are 
a man like me. I thought of your hand-grenades, 
of your bayonet, of your rifle; now I see your wife 
and your face and our fellowship. Forgive me, 
comrade” (Page 223 | Loc. 2135-39).
5)  “In the quiet hours when the puzzling reflection 
of former days like a blurred mirror, projects 
beyond me the figure of my present existence, I 
often sit over against myself, as before a stranger, 
and wonder how the unnameable active principle 
that calls itself to life has adapted itself even to 
this form. All other expressions lie in a winter 
sleep, life is simply one continual watch against 
the menace of death;—it has transformed us 
into unthinking animals in order to give us the 
weapon of instinct—it has reinforced us with 
dullness, so that we do not go to pieces before 
the horror, which would overwhelm us if we 
had clear, conscious thought—it has awakened 
in us the sense of comradeship, so that we 
escape the abyss of solitude—it has lent us the 
indifference of wild creatures, so that in spite of 
all, we perceive the positive in every moment, 
and store it up as a reserve against the onslaught 
of nothingness” (Page 273 | Loc. 2603-9).
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wilhelm-ii
Part 3
M i c h a e l  W a l z e r  a n d  T h e  J u s t i c e  o f 
Juxtaposition
[(also known as) The Positive Energy of 
Negative Capability]
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